
Role Title: Shift Leader  
Status: Part-Time (~20 - 35 hours) 
Availability: Morning, Afternoon, and Early Evening, on Weekdays and Weekends 
 
The Role:  
Helix Cafe is a new neighborhood coffee shop opening in 2019, and we’re ready to hire our first Shift Leader! 
We’re looking for a coffee enthusiast and experienced barista ready to roll with the punches of a new small 
business. You’ll take on the challenge of learning new menu items and solving new problems daily. The Shift 
Leader will jump in, set an example for team members, and be an integral part of the DNA of Helix Cafe.  
 
Traits 
You are someone who can be found at a neighborhood coffee shop sharing a drink with friends and talking 
about changing the world. You love your community and want to be involved in positive change. You think 
quickly on your feet, appreciate solving complex problems and find learning new things exhilarating.  
 
Specifically, you’ll be someone who:  

- Builds relationships with people from every background 
- Knows when something tastes “off” and aren’t afraid to say  
- Turns conflict into a swift resolutions  
- Enjoys change and is adaptable to new thinking and processes 
- Is a self-starter and flexible  
- Considers themselves a Jack or Jackie of all trades who thrives multi-tasking 
- Washes their hands.  

 
On the Job Responsibilities 

- Create and maintain a clean, friendly, and organized space that keeps everyone coming back 
- Make killer coffee and tea drinks and sandwiches while following all Food and Safety Guidelines 
- Interact with customers at every age and background 
- Oversee inventory 
- Handle unique situations quickly with a focus on customer service  
- Manage shift reconciliations  
- Other duties may be assigned as needed 

 
Qualifications 

- 1+ Years of Barista Experience  
- City of Chicago food handler certification preferred (Helix will provide if needed) 
- Fluent in English in order to perform/follow job requirements in written and spoken direction 
- Work in a small space of variable noise 
- Lift and move up to 10 pounds, frequently lift and/or move up to 25 pounds and occasionally lift and/or 

move up to 50 pounds 
- Ability to stand and walk for an entire shift, including moving safely through all areas of the restaurant, 

which may include stairs, uneven and slick surfaces 
 
The Organization:  
Helix Chicago reduces the impacts of youth unemployment by opening businesses that provide jobs and skill 
development for high school students. The organization is focused on creating successful businesses that 
provide needed services to communities across Chicago. All employees will have the chance to grow, engage 
with their community, and collaborate within the businesses to enhance their skills and the performance of the 
businesses.  


